










marc.corcoran
Surely more than these two points?







marc.corcoran
They have not demonstrated a 'complex' decision to fund. It was predetermined from the outset to eToll! No other mechanism was considered nor tested  



marc.corcoran
what garbage!! complied with PAJA and proper consideration of costs??











marc.corcoran
we must tackle the 'directly for their use'

marc.corcoran
how can they prove this??



marc.corcoran
we must tackle hard here that the Minister did not have the right info. many key factors were excluded and the savings were misinformed (road safety, time at home, vehicle mtn, time savings etc)



marc.corcoran
its not practical that everyone be informed but neither was the ads, what the argument for the middle practical ground





marc.corcoran
?? is this the case? are we seen to be changing tact?? this comes across as a concern for us?



marc.corcoran
we know this not to be true!!!





marc.corcoran
refer to City of Cape Town where SANRAL conceded they did not have costs nor knew of tolling model?? 

marc.corcoran
but it has guarentees in place from Govt/Treasury. not separate but umbilically linked!

marc.corcoran
,INCORRECT Pipeline levy, RAF and Skills?



marc.corcoran
we need to ahve an argument. have we changed from a policy argument to a rationaility etc argument?





marc.corcoran
disredited!! as are the benefits





Wayne Duvenage
Funding comes from bonds. repayed from treasury

Wayne Duvenage


Wayne Duvenage


Wayne Duvenage


Wayne Duvenage

Wayne Duvenage

Wayne Duvenage
Questionable



marc.corcoran
we must challenge this? I'm not aware of a detailed analysis of fuel levy in terms of cost of collection v's amts collected



marc.corcoran
disputed and dismissed by Sbu Ndebele

marc.corcoran
>?????? we need to address





marc.corcoran
independent??? what?







marc.corcoran
the consultation process was fundamentally different to that undertaken in West Cape in 2001!!! Town hall meetings, farmers etc 



marc.corcoran
benefits dismissed!!!!!

Wayne Duvenage
17% of what - too high




Wayne Duvenage
We must counter this - they did not come to the associations who managed large fleets?




marc.corcoran
in al of this process no discussion with effected stakeholders (ie: RFA, Community reps etc and SAVRALA etc) 

Wayne Duvenage
We are not fighting the building of the roads.  We argue the tolls.  we know nothing about
Speak of Marcs e-mails.




Wayne Duvenage
Is this not admitting they had not consulted enough??


Wayne Duvenage

Wayne Duvenage



Wayne Duvenage
But they were discussing the decision to toll as well.

Wayne Duvenage

Wayne Duvenage
Why didnt it commence then?



Wayne Duvenage

Wayne Duvenage
But we were successful in the interdict







marc.corcoran
again, compare this to the N1/N2 Winelands process. why did they change?







Wayne Duvenage
I cant believe they will say this.  We must fight it.



marc.corcoran
this is only happening after public pressure and did not happen beforehand. if SANRAL had not been challenged, the current 'participation process' would not take place



marc.corcoran
but this is exactly what has happened! exemptions, varying tariff structures?

marc.corcoran
the public is then left with a price discussion/negotiation rather than a consultation on price. Govt assumption is that the Exec decision is a divine right above human error? Apartheid??  





Wayne Duvenage



marc.corcoran
surely the petitions? submissions? public protests? broad based criticism's? SANRAL are also relying on technicality and cannot counter the level of broad based support and opposition. If believed to be part of a major pr campaign, then OUTA should be an ad agency with such great powers!! 

marc.corcoran
neither can SANRAL prove that the public were adequately aware??



marc.corcoran
this means that QASA choose to be ignorant?? a strong assumption 



marc.corcoran
maybe so, but more importantly when  Alex (SANRAL) was queries about how this would impact on the industry at a breakfast at the Birchwood in early 2011, he knew no details as he was awaiting the tender outcome. SAVRALA had no information as to determine what the objection should be? 



marc.corcoran
I am not aware that we said the AA never knew about it. By the same measure, SANRAL can't disprove that everyone adequately knew!!







marc.corcoran
the clear argument here is that no-one argue's that some members were aware and acted (38 ??) but as a % of the road using public, would not more be expected? if they assumed acceptance then how do they explain the current levels of opposition? 







marc.corcoran
the Minister was not advised about the enforcement risk (key) if AARTO not in place. No minority groups were identified as effected (QASA)  

marc.corcoran
we're not arguing he didn't consider but rather that the information was flawed. The benefits are now seen as false. < Asbestos was so good but now seen to be wrong!> Should the decision to use still be pursued? of course not!  



marc.corcoran
we must challenge his affadavit



marc.corcoran
if one was to speculate that the info supplied to the Minister was so reliable why then has Nazir Allie changed the numbers in his affidavit so materially so as to make them incomparable but yet he was the mother to this project 

marc.corcoran
commissioned by SANRAL, with no consultation with anyother stakeholder!!









marc.corcoran
and NAzir's calculations!!! Changing within months

marc.corcoran
KEY, KEY!!! If OUTA assumes that SANRAL's calc was right at the time, surely knowing now what we know v;s in 2006, the decision needs greater scrutiny and that reason go back to the drawing board and put a fuel ley in place. The cost in 2011/12/13 terms are simply unacceptable







marc.corcoran
none of these type details have been published!! in fact the plan has changed from AARTO to CPA but yet no detailed enforcement/prosecutorial system published despite them being ready to implement two years ago and that the country would suffer irreparable harm, credit downgrades etc if it didn't go ahead!!  



marc.corcoran
SANRAL themselves have stated cost of compliant users at 17% which excludes non-compliant costs. SANRAL fail to also note that, not condone, but traffic fine payment at >12-15%??







marc.corcoran
none of these challenges were answered by SANRAL etc and so remain valid 




















